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Upcoming Exhibition

The Whispery Silence, an exhibition with drawings by Federico Garcia Cortizas will be held at RIERA STUDIO | Art Brut
Project Cuba from September 8th- October 6th, 2017.
Opening reception: Friday, September 8th 2017 | 7:00 pm

Featured Artist
Federico Garcia Cortizas
Havana, 1971

Federico lost his father when he was two years old. His
mother took care of his education and always support his
approach to painting and other arts, like music, literature
and cinema, although he never took any specialized art
training. During his youth he had a strong character and
found his own shelter painting and making wood
sculptures, using nature as an inspiration to express
himself. Federico defines himself as a wood carver, a
movie projectionist, a maintenance worker, a sentinel for
urban hydroponic and a construction worker. However, he
doesn’t define himself as a painter or a sculptor despite
his undeniable skills. Federico designs and builds his own
tools. He also likes to collect or accumulate pieces of
woods and rocks. He really worries about nature and he
suffers from excessive tree cutting and pollution. He states
he has never cut a tree to create his wood sculptures. His
drawings recreate a world of utopian landscapes where
trees domain every inch of the space. There is life,
strength, sensuality and darkness all over his works. He
also comments in some cases wood talks to him.

Federico Garcia Cortizas at his home

To know more about this artist...

Inside the Workshop
Art Brut Project Cuba offers the possibility of work residences for artists than for any particular reasons it´s difficult for them to
accomplish their creative work at their places, and we also provide art materials. Our objective is to promote these artists’ creative
capability, but in no case to modify theirs work process.

RIERA STUDIO is a Cuban space for exhibitions, reflection and artistic dialogue that recognizes and studies the different dynamics of the
peripheral development of art and society. Art Brut Project Cuba, created by RIERA STUDIO, is the only Cuban-based initiative that supports
and promotes Art Brut and Outsider Art
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